
COMPLETE TRUFFLE HUNTING EXPERIENCE
A whole package to try the amazing experience of a truffle hunt with expert dogs, a Tuscan food cooking class, followed by lunch and wine tasting

Truffle Hunting + Cooking Class + Lunch and Wine Tasting 300,00* per person  

TRUFFLE HUNTING ONLY
Discover the priceless treasures hidden among the Tuscan woods  

Duration: 5 hours (min. 2 participants)
Black Truffle Hunting  
White Truffle Hunting

Group: 230,00* per person / Private: 280,00* per person
Group: 260,00* per person / Private: 290,00* per person

TRUFFLE HUNTING WITH COOKING CLASS, LUNCH AND 
WINE TASTING

* VAT not included



Follow the dogs and find the precious truffles

THE HUNT

Do you want to try at least once in a life the excitement of 

participating in the  truffle hunt with beautiful dogs? 

Accompanied by a professional guide with his  dogs, every day 

for an hour you can have a wonderful experience in research for  

truffle in an oak forest.

In the private truffle land of the Winery you will find precious 

white and black  truffle

Learn how to identify the different species of trees and the ideal 

habitat for the growth of truffles.



Smell the scent of
the precious fruit
of nature



THE PROGRAM

The experience includes:

Lesson on how to recognize and search for Truffle 

with an  English speaking translator

Truffle hunting with professional guide that will teach 

you  the technical information about truffle. You will learn 

why  they are fundamental in the slow-food movements and 

how to  use and keep them.

Cooking class with truffle, learn how to make 

awesome  truffle recipes and enjoy them

Lunch with local products.

-Antipasto: Tuscan salami and cheeses, Bruschetta 

(Bread  with Olive Oil), and snack.

-First Course: Truffle lasagna with meat sauce

-Second Course: Roast meat and vegetables

-Dessert: Cantuccini with Dessert
Lean how to use the truflle in yourdishes


